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Section 1. EPP Profile
After reviewing and/or updating the Educator Preparation Provider's (EPP's) profile in AIMS, check the box to indicate that the
information available is accurate. 

1.1 In AIMS, the following information is current and accurate...
 Agree Disagree

1.1.1 Contact person
1.1.2 EPP characteristics
1.1.3 Program listings

1.2 [For EPPs seeking Continuing CAEP Accreditation]. Please provide a link to your webpage
that demonstrates accurate representation of your Initial-Licensure Level and/or Advanced-Level
programs as reviewed and accredited by CAEP (NCATE or TEAC).
http://coehs.umt.edu/about/accred/CAEP%20Annual%20Reporting%20Measures/default.php

Section 2. Program Completers
2.1 How many candidates completed programs that prepared them to work in preschool through grade 12 settings during
Academic Year 2018-2019 ?

Enter a numeric value for each textbox.
 
2.1.1 Number of completers in programs leading to initial teacher certification or
licensure1 144 

2.1.2 Number of completers in advanced programs or programs leading to a degree,
endorsement, or some other credential that prepares the holder to serve in P-12
schools (Do not include those completers counted above.)2

148 

Total number of program completers 292

 

1 For a description of the scope for Initial-Licensure Programs, see Policy 3.01 in the Accreditation Policy
Manual
2 For a description of the scope for Advanced-Level Programs, see Policy 3.02 in the Accreditation Policy
Manual

Section 3. Substantive Changes
Have any of the following substantive changes occurred at your educator preparation provider or
institution/organization during the 2018-2019 academic year?

3.1 Changes in the established mission or objectives of the institution/organization or the EPP

3.2 Any change in the legal status, form of control, or ownership of the EPP.

3.3 The addition of programs of study at a degree or credential level different from those that were offered when most
recently accredited

3.4 The addition of courses or programs that represent a significant departure, in terms of either content or delivery,
from those that were offered when most recently accredited

3.5 A contract with other providers for direct instructional services, including any teach-out agreements
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		ELEMENTARY Assessments



		

		Admis

		L1 Capstone

		FE1 Data

		FE2 Data

		FE3 Data

		ETHICS

		STU TEA Data

		ARRP

		EXT SURV

		PRAXIS

		Employer Survey

		Complete Survey

		Case Study



		Reliability

		NA

		No

		No

		No

		No

		No

		No

		No

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		NA



		Validity

		NA*

		Yes

		No

		No

		No

		No

		No

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		NA



		SECONDARY Assessments



		

		Admis

		

		FE1 Data

		

		FE3 Data

		ETHICS

		STU TEA Data

		ARRP

		EXT SURV

		PRAXIS

		Employer Survey

		Complete Survey

		Case Study



		Reliability

		NA

		

		No

		

		No

		No

		No

		No

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		NA



		Validity

		NA*

		

		No

		

		No

		No

		No

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		Yes

		NA





*Potential predictive validity study

T Indicates where Technology is found

D Indicates where Diversity is found

Assessment Matrix 3-13-20.docx
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MODIFIED FOR SPRING 2020

Given the universal challenges related to COVID-19 and the associated uncertainties relative to your student teaching experiences, we are making some modifications to the Applied Research and Reflective Practice Project. In the unlikely situation where your student teaching experience has not been interrupted, continue with the original protocol. If your student teaching experience has been interrupted, there are two typical scenarios: 

1) You are being asked by your cooperating teacher to continue your student teaching experience remotely/virtually.

2) It has been decided, based on a satisfactory mid-term evaluation, that your student teaching experience will be abbreviated.

It is not possible for us to predict at this moment what your situation might be, so we are providing you with two options that can be modified further in consultation with your faculty mentor. If you are student teaching remotely/virtually, you can modify the original protocol where you can still test the impact of an intervention or strategy. One challenge could be if you have already selected your “issue” and have done the research and selected the strategy. In that scenario, see what you can do to adapt the strategy to a virtual setting. You could also choose to select a different strategy that is more conducive to the virtual setting. We realize this would be a lot more work so use your own discretion on this approach.

If none of that is possible due to the needs of your cooperating teacher or after consulting with your faculty mentor, then you have the following option described below.

Modified Applied Research and Reflective Practice Project

Primary Objective: Candidates will demonstrate knowledge of a teaching strategy and the ability to determine if that teaching strategy might be effective by conducting a simulated applied research project and engaging in professional reflection.

Before the midpoint of the student teaching experience, the candidate will identify a problem involving student achievement in their placement (you should have done this or be able to at this point). An evidence-based strategy will be researched by reviewing 4-5 peer-reviewed research articles. The strategy should target the identified problem with the purpose of increasing learning outcomes.

To make the determination of effectiveness, the candidate would utilize a pre-post research design. The candidate will design or share the pre- and post-test. The candidate also will  thoroughly describe what the strategy would look like in implementation. Based on what the candidate has learned to date in the student teaching environment, the candidate will predict or guess at what the results might be. Finally, the candidate will reflect on the assessments, the strategy, and the predicted results to determine the utility of the strategy and modifications that could be employed to make the strategy more effective in the future.

For this modified protocol, the candidate will also reflect on how he or she would respond to this type of international emergency where all instruction is moved to a virtual environment. The candidate could address issues like communication with students and parents; how assessment would continue; how instruction would continue: or what classroom management would look like in a virtual setting. If some of these are unknowns to you, use the first two steps of the Applied Research and Reflective Practice protocol to facilitate answering these questions. More specifically, search the professional literature for evidence-based ideas and then consider how you would implement them.

Components of the Applied Research Paper

Introduction to the Issue

Review of Literature for the Proposed Strategy

Description of the Assessment that could be used for Pre-Post Testing

Description of the Hypothetical Results

Reflection on the Overall Process

Reflection on How you Would Approach your Teaching to a Virtual Situation.

Steps of the Process

This assignment will integrate the major elements of the portfolio with an eye towards maintaining the most crucial components and reorganizing those into an activity that documents candidate effectiveness.

#1          	The issue will be identified as part of the mid-term reflection. Using video or through written description, the candidate will document the issue.

#2          	The candidate will review the literature to identify a strategy and to document that the strategy has evidence of effectiveness. 

#3          	After designing or selecting a pre-test, the candidate will predict what the result might have been.

#4          	The candidate will predict what implementation would have looked like and predict results. 

#5          	The candidate will organize and summarize the possible data and engage in reflection of the project.

#6          	The candidate will write a reflection piece on virtual teaching.



FINAL Modified Spring 2020 Applied Research and Reflective Practice.docx
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Guiding Questions:

                #1           What does the teacher education program do well in preparing program completers to work with children and youth who are ethnically, culturally, and linguistically diverse?

                #2           What changes to candidate preparation would allow completers to be more effective in addressing the needs of English Language Learners, accurately implementing the Essential Understandings of Indian Education for All, and plan instruction relevant to the community context? 

Purposeful Sample for Completer Cases 

Rational for Purposeful Selection

The University of Montana offers 29 teaching endorsements. We will purposefully select at least eight completers from various programs. The largest program is the elementary education program. Students earn this endorsement at the undergraduate and graduate levels. We purposefully selected a larger number of elementary education completers and purposefully selected those who simultaneously completed other endorsements. This approach will allow us to explore the perceived value added when students complete additional endorsements and will allow for the evaluation of the endorsement themselves.

Additionally, we selected our two secondary programs with the most completers: social studies and English. We also purposefully selected the program that often has the fewest completers and is an ongoing teacher shortage area: math.  

Finally, we selected one student from a program, music education, which is not housed within the College of Education. We believe utilizing such a program will offer transferable insights for similar programs. It is likely there will be some divergent findings based on this unique situational context.

In total, these selections will provide us with an expansive view of our programs based on the perspective of our completers. By making these purposeful selections we will be able to glean convergent and divergent findings among and across our programs. These findings will be transferable and valuable to those programs where completers were not purposefully sampled.

Table 1: Distribution of Purposefully Selected Completers

		Elementary Education (K-8) and Special Education (P-12)

		Elementary Education (K-8) and Literacy Education (P-12)

		Secondary Math (5-12)

		Secondary Social Studies (5-12)

		Educational Leadership

(Advanced)



		Undergraduate Elementary Education (K-8)

		Graduate Elementary Education (K-8)

		Music Education (K-12)

		Secondary English (5-12)

		Early Childhood Education

(Advanced)
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Sheet1
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		How useful did you find the following courses?





		EDU 395 Clinical Experience: Level 1		4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		61%		4 Useful		59%		4 Useful		55%		4 Useful		58%		4 Useful		71%		4 Useful		83%

				3 Applicable		43%		3 Applicable		18%		3 Applicable		31%		3 Applicable		36%		3 Applicable		32%		3 Applicable		20%		3 Applicable		17%

				2 Limited 		7%		2 Limited 		18%		2 Limited 		9%		2 Limited 		7%		2 Limited 		10%		2 Limited 		5%		2 Limited 		0%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		2%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		5%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 222 Education Psychology and Child Development		4 Useful		19%		4 Useful		14%		4 Useful		14%		4 Useful		34%		4 Useful		35%		4 Useful		47%		4 Useful		21%

				3 Applicable		49%		3 Applicable		49%		3 Applicable		57%		3 Applicable		45%		3 Applicable		45%		3 Applicable		16%		3 Applicable		32%

				2 Limited 		30%		2 Limited 		34%		2 Limited 		21%		2 Limited 		10%		2 Limited 		10%		2 Limited 		21%		2 Limited 		37%

				1 Not connected 		2%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		7%		1 Not connected 		11%		1 Not connected 		10%		1 Not connected 		16%		1 Not connected 		11%

		EDU 338 Academic Interventions		4 Useful		70%		4 Useful		39%		4 Useful		44%		4 Useful		64%		4 Useful		64%		4 Useful		41%		4 Useful		88%

				3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		50%		3 Applicable		41%		3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		39%		3 Applicable		8%

				2 Limited 		0		2 Limited 		8%		2 Limited 		9%		2 Limited 		7%		2 Limited 		7%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		4%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		6%		1 Not connected 		4%		1 Not connected 		4%		1 Not connected 		5%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 397 Methods: PK-4 Early Numeracy		4 Useful		33%		4 Useful		73%		4 Useful		81%		4 Useful		72%		4 Useful		71%		4 Useful		45%		4 Useful		33%

				3 Applicable		45%		3 Applicable		13%		3 Applicable		12%		3 Applicable		21%		3 Applicable		21%		3 Applicable		32%		3 Applicable		33%

				2 Limited 		14%		2 Limited 		11%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		7%		2 Limited 		8%		2 Limited 		21%		2 Limited 		33%

				1 Not connected 		7%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 397 Methods: PK-3 Early Literacy		4 Useful		64%		4 Useful		73%		4 Useful		78%		4 Useful		82%		4 Useful		82%		4 Useful		83%		4 Useful		46%

				3 Applicable		21%		3 Applicable		24%		3 Applicable		18%		3 Applicable		18%		3 Applicable		18%		3 Applicable		15%		3 Applicable		42%

				2 Limited 		14%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		13%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 395 Clinical Experience: Level 2		4 Useful		57%		4 Useful		42%		4 Useful		55%		4 Useful		64%		4 Useful		64%		4 Useful		73%		4 Useful		75%

				3 Applicable		36%		3 Applicable		34%		3 Applicable		33%		3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		22%		3 Applicable		17%

				2 Limited 		7%		2 Limited 		24%		2 Limited 		12%		2 Limited 		11%		2 Limited 		11%		2 Limited 		5%		2 Limited 		4%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		4%

		EDU 346 Exceptionalities		4 Useful		60%		4 Useful		51%		4 Useful		14%		4 Useful		41%		4 Useful		41%		4 Useful		73%		4 Useful		89%

				3 Applicable		33%		3 Applicable		32%		3 Applicable		55%		3 Applicable		44%		3 Applicable		44%		3 Applicable		14%		3 Applicable		11%

				2 Limited 		7%		2 Limited 		14%		2 Limited 		21%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		8%		2 Limited 		0%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		10%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		5%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 370 Integrating Technology into Education		4 Useful		12%		4 Useful		8%		4 Useful		62%		4 Useful		7%		4 Useful		7%		4 Useful		24%		4 Useful		11%

				3 Applicable		7%		3 Applicable		8%		3 Applicable		19%		3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		29%		3 Applicable		37%

				2 Limited 		42%		2 Limited 		24%		2 Limited 		8%		2 Limited 		50%		2 Limited 		50%		2 Limited 		24%		2 Limited 		42%

				1 Not connected 		40%		1 Not connected 		60%		1 Not connected 		11%		1 Not connected 		18%		1 Not connected 		18%		1 Not connected 		24%		1 Not connected 		11%

		EDU 339 Methods: PK-8 Language Arts		4 Useful		49%		4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		75%		4 Useful		37%		4 Useful		37%		4 Useful		78%		4 Useful		50%

				3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		22%		3 Applicable		37%		3 Applicable		37%		3 Applicable		17%		3 Applicable		33%

				2 Limited 		14%		2 Limited 		17%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		19%		2 Limited 		19%		2 Limited 		2%		2 Limited 		17%

				1 Not connected 		7%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		7%		1 Not connected 		7%		1 Not connected 		2%		1 Not connected 		0%

		ENST 472 General Science: Conservation Education		4 Useful		24%		4 Useful		24%		4 Useful		18%		4 Useful		41%		4 Useful		41%		4 Useful		30%		4 Useful		32%

				3 Applicable		40%		3 Applicable		37%		3 Applicable		34%		3 Applicable		41%		3 Applicable		41%		3 Applicable		35%		3 Applicable		42%

				2 Limited		26%		2 Limited 		26%		2 Limited 		34%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		30%		2 Limited 		21%

				1 Not connected 		10%		1 Not connected 		13%		1 Not connected 		14%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		5%		1 Not connected 		5%

		EDU 451 Clinical Experience: Level 3		4 Useful		77%		4 Useful		86%		4 Useful		82%		4 Useful		76%		4 Useful		76%		4 Useful		85%		4 Useful		88%

				3 Applicable		19%		3 Applicable		14%		3 Applicable		12%		3 Applicable		24%		3 Applicable		24%		3 Applicable		15%		3 Applicable		13%

				2 Limited 		2%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

				1 Not connected 		2%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 331 Literature and Literacy for Children																						4 Useful		90%		4 Useful		83%

																								3 Applicable		10%		3 Applicable		17%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 340 Classroom Management		4 Useful		66%		4 Useful		76%		4 Useful		76%		4 Useful		83%		4 Useful		83%		4 Useful		100%		4 Useful		95%

				3 Applicable		32%		3 Applicable		21%		3 Applicable		24%		3 Applicable		17%		3 Applicable		17%		3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		5%

				2 Limited 		2%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 497 Methods: Teaching and Assessing 5-8 Mathematics		4 Useful		27%		4 Useful		54%		4 Useful		39%		4 Useful		43%		4 Useful		43%		4 Useful		46%		4 Useful		21%

				3 Applicable		39%		3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		36%		3 Applicable		39%		3 Applicable		39%		3 Applicable		22%		3 Applicable		42%

				2 Limited 		25%		2 Limited 		11%		2 Limited 		18%		2 Limited 		18%		2 Limited 		18%		2 Limited 		22%		2 Limited 		38%

				1 Not connected 		9%		1 Not connected 		5%		1 Not connected 		6%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		10%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 497 Methods: Teaching and Assessing K-8 Social Studies		4 Useful		23%		4 Useful		17%		4 Useful		21%		4 Useful		18%		4 Useful		18%		4 Useful		49%		4 Useful		25%

				3 Applicable		28%		3 Applicable		14%		3 Applicable		59%		3 Applicable		43%		3 Applicable		43%		3 Applicable		27%		3 Applicable		50%

				2 Limited 		40%		2 Limited 		49%		2 Limited 		16%		2 Limited 		36%		2 Limited 		36%		2 Limited 		17%		2 Limited 		25%

				1 Not connected 		9%		1 Not connected 		20%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		7%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 497 Methods: Teaching and Assessing K-8 Science		4 Useful		52%		4 Useful		57%		4 Useful		69%		4 Useful		30%		4 Useful		30%		4 Useful		45%		4 Useful		17%

				3 Applicable		32%		3 Applicable		29%		3 Applicable		24%		3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		38%

				2 Limited 		16%		2 Limited 		11%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		37%		2 Limited 		37%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		42%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		10%		1 Not connected 		4%

		EDU 497 Methods: Teaching and Assessing 4-8 Reading		4 Useful		84%		4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		39%		4 Useful		67%		4 Useful		67%		4 Useful		73%		4 Useful		67%

				3 Applicable		14%		3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		49%		3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		17%		3 Applicable		33%

				2 Limited 		2%		2 Limited 		17%		2 Limited 		6%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		10%		2 Limited 		0%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		6%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 407E Ethics and Policy Issues		4 Useful		28%		4 Useful		47%		4 Useful		22%		4 Useful		61%		4 Useful		62%		4 Useful		65%		4 Useful		38%

				3 Applicable		49%		3 Applicable		20%		3 Applicable		28%		3 Applicable		33%		3 Applicable		32%		3 Applicable		15%		3 Applicable		42%

				2 Limited 		23%		2 Limited 		25%		2 Limited 		34%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		13%		2 Limited 		13%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		8%		1 Not connected 		15%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		8%		1 Not connected 		8%

		EDU 495 Student Teaching		4 Useful		57%		4 Useful		89%		4 Useful		97%		4 Useful		87%		4 Useful		87%		4 Useful		95%		4 Useful		95%

				3 Applicable		36%		3 Applicable		8%		3 Applicable		3%		3 Applicable		10%		3 Applicable		10%		3 Applicable		5%		3 Applicable		5%

				2 Limited 		7%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 494 Reflective Practice and Applied Research		4 Useful		11%		4 Useful		19%		4 Useful		26%		4 Useful		26%		4 Useful		26%		4 Useful		26%		4 Useful		5%

				3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		41%		3 Applicable		29%		3 Applicable		35%		3 Applicable		35%		3 Applicable		29%		3 Applicable		42%

				2 Limited 		45%		2 Limited 		30%		2 Limited 		21%		2 Limited 		26%		2 Limited 		26%		2 Limited 		29%		2 Limited 		37%

				1 Not connected 		14%		1 Not connected 		10%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		13%		1 Not connected 		13%		1 Not connected 		16%		1 Not connected 		16%

																								(~3)				(~5)

		C&I 510 Advanced Educational Psychology																						4 Useful		33%		4 Useful		75%

																								3 Applicable		67%		3 Applicable		25%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		C&I 514 Education Across Cultures																						4 Useful		100%		4 Useful		40%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		40%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		20%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		C&I 515 Computer and Other Technological Applications in Education																						4 Useful		33%		4 Useful		40%

																								3 Applicable		67%		3 Applicable		20%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		20%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		20%

		C&I 518 Inclusion and Collaboration																						4 Useful		33%		4 Useful		80%

																								3 Applicable		67%		3 Applicable		20%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		C&I 590 Teaching Internship (Student Teaching)																						4 Useful		100%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		C&I 594 Professional Portfolio (Applied Research and Reflective Practice Project)																						4 Useful		67%		4 Useful		40%

																								3 Applicable		33%		3 Applicable		40%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		20%



		ARTZ 302A Elementary School Art		4 Useful		20%		4 Useful		41%		4 Useful		47%		4 Useful		52%		4 Useful		52%		4 Useful		23%		4 Useful		29%

				3 Applicable		56%		3 Applicable		41%		3 Applicable		38%		3 Applicable		29%		3 Applicable		30%		3 Applicable		54%		3 Applicable		54%

				2 Limited 		20%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		3%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		17%

				1 Not connected 		4%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		12%		1 Not connected 		4%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		8%		1 Not connected 		0%

		MUSE 397 Methods: K-8 Music		4 Useful		16%		4 Useful		19%		4 Useful		53%		4 Useful		41%		4 Useful		41%		4 Useful		18%		4 Useful		9%

				3 Applicable		36%		3 Applicable		53%		3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		31%		3 Applicable		31%		3 Applicable		43%		3 Applicable		39%

				2 Limited 		34%		2 Limited 		25%		2 Limited 		16%		2 Limited 		24%		2 Limited 		24%		2 Limited 		28%		2 Limited 		43%

				1 Not connected 		14%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		6%		1 Not connected 		4%		1 Not connected 		4%		1 Not connected 		13%		1 Not connected 		9%

		THTR 239A Creative Drama/Dance K-8		4 Useful		18%		4 Useful		31%		4 Useful		24%		4 Useful		39%		4 Useful		39%		4 Useful		20%		4 Useful		21%

				3 Applicable		42%		3 Applicable		26%		3 Applicable		27%		3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		45%		3 Applicable		42%

				2 Limited 		27%		2 Limited 		40%		2 Limited 		36%		2 Limited 		25%		2 Limited 		25%		2 Limited 		20%		2 Limited 		38%

				1 Not connected 		13%		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		12%		1 Not connected 		11%		1 Not connected 		11%		1 Not connected 		15%		1 Not connected 		0%

		HEE 233 Health Issues of Children and Adolescents		4 Useful		29%		4 Useful		47%		4 Useful		24%		4 Useful		39%

				3 Applicable		53%		3 Applicable		41%		3 Applicable		56%		3 Applicable		39%

				2 Limited 		18%		2 Limited 		9%		2 Limited 		21%		2 Limited 		18%

				1 Not connected 		0		1 Not connected 		3%		1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		4%

		HEE 302 Methods of Instructional Strategies in Elementary Physical Education		4 Useful		20%		4 Useful		29%		4 Useful		31%		4 Useful		4%		4 Useful		39%		4 Useful		13%		4 Useful		22%

				3 Applicable		56%		3 Applicable		49%		3 Applicable		47%		3 Applicable		3%		3 Applicable		39%		3 Applicable		59%		3 Applicable		52%

				2 Limited 		20%		2 Limited 		11%		2 Limited 		13%		2 Limited 		2%		2 Limited 		18%		2 Limited 		15%		2 Limited 		22%

				1 Not connected 		4%		1 Not connected 		11%		1 Not connected 		9%		1 Not connected 		1%		1 Not connected 		4%		1 Not connected 		13%		1 Not connected 		4%

		HEE 330 Promoting Well-Being in P-12 Classroom																						4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		29%

																								3 Applicable		32%		3 Applicable		46%

																								2 Limited 		13%		2 Limited 		17%

																								1 Not connected 		5%		1 Not connected 		8%

		Endorsements:																						(~12)				(~9)





		Endorsements Completed																						ECE (1)		8%		ECE (0)		0%

																								SPED (4)		33%		SPED (2)		22%

																								Literacy (7)		58%		Literacy (4)		44%

																								IB Cert (0)		0%		IB Cert (2)		22%

																								LIBM (0)		0%		LIBM (1)		11%

		How useful were these courses? (ECE)

																								(~1) 				(~0) 

		EDEC 408 Early Childhood Principles and Practices																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		100%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDEC 410 Family, Community, and Cultures																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		100%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDEC 420 Mtg Standards Through Play-Based Environment																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		100%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDEC 430 Social & Emotional Development in Young Children																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		100%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDEC 495 Early Childhood Fieldwork/Practicum																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		100%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

																								(~10)				(~5)

		EDU 438 Literacy Assess, Diagnosis & Instruction																						4 Useful		70%		4 Useful		60%

																								3 Applicable		10%		3 Applicable		20%

																								2 Limited 		20%		2 Limited 		20%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		SPED																						(~4)				(~2)

		EDSP 401 Intro to Early Intervention OREDSP 403 Curric/Methods Early Special Education																						4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		50%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDSP 405 Assess of Students with Exceptionalities																						4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		50%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDSP 426/C&I 526 Intro to Transition and Community Supports																						4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		50%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDSP 454 Advanced Academic Interventions																						4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		25%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDSP 456/C&I 556 Intro to Methods Low Incidence Disabilities																						4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		50%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDSP 461 Positive Behavior Supports																						4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		50%

																								3 Applicable		50%		3 Applicable		50%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDSP 462 Spec Ed Law, Policy, Practice																						4 Useful		50%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		25%		3 Applicable		50%

																								2 Limited 		25%		2 Limited 		50%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDSP 495 Student Teaching: Special Education																						4 Useful		100%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		Literacy																						(~7)				(~4)

		EDU 432 Literature and Literacy for Young Adults																						4 Useful		71%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		14%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		14%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 481 Content Area Literacy																						4 Useful		86%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		14%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		EDU 456/C&I 557 Application of Literacy Models K-12 (Summer practicum/capstone)																						4 Useful		86%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		14%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		IB Cert																						(~0)				(~2)

		C&I 534 Foundation and Principles of International Baccalaureate Programs																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		C&I 535 Teaching and Learning in International Baccalaureate Programs																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		C&I 536 Assessment and Learning in International Baccalaureate Programs																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		LIBM																						(~0)				(~1)

		LIBM 462 Youth Literature for Librarians																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		LIBM 464 Reference Resources																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		100%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		LIBM 467 Collection Development and Cataloging																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		100%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		LIBM 468 Administration and Assessment of Library Media Program																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		100%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		LIBM 461 Information Literacy																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		100%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		LIBM 466 Libraries and Technology																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		0%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		100%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		LIBM 495 Library Media Practicum																						4 Useful		0%		4 Useful		100%

																								3 Applicable		0%		3 Applicable		0%

																								2 Limited 		0%		2 Limited 		0%

																								1 Not connected 		0%		1 Not connected 		0%

		To what extent do I agree or disagree with the following statements?





		I have an understanding of my own cultural heritage.		ST Agree		33%		ST Agree		34%		ST Agree		26%		ST Agree		42%		ST Agree		42%

				Agree		64%		Agree		61%		Agree		58%		Agree		52%		Agree		52%

				Disagree		2%		Disagree		5%		Disagree		6%		Disagree		6%		Disagree		6%

				ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%

		I have knowledge of the problems resulting from prejudice, discrimination, and racism in a pluralistic society.		ST Agree		75%		ST Agree		53%		ST Agree		49%		ST  Agree		45%		ST  Agree		45%

				Agree		23%		Agree		47%		Agree		51%		Agree		52%		Agree		52%

				Disagree		2%		Disagree		0		Disagree		0%		Disagree		3%		Disagree		3%

				ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%

		I have an understanding of the importance of tolerance of all cultures.		ST Agree		75%		ST Agree		66%		ST Agree		74%		ST Agree		48%		ST Agree		48%

				Agree		23%		Agree		34%		Agree		24%		Agree		52%		Agree		52%

				Disagree		2%		Disagree		0		Disagree		3%		Disagree		0%		Disagree		0%

				ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%

		I have a commitment to helping students develop tolerance for individuals of all cultures.		ST Agree		82%		ST Agree		70%		ST Agree		79%		ST Agree		77%		ST Agree		77%

				Agree		18%		Agree		30%		Agree		18%		Agree		23%		Agree		23%

				Disagree		0		Disagree		0		Disagree		3%		Disagree		0%		Disagree		0%

				ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%

		I have had opportunities to interact with culturally-diverse students.		ST Agree		33%		ST Agree		32%		ST Agree		35%		ST Agree		36%		ST Agree		36%

				Agree		58%		Agree		54%		Agree		56%		Agree		48%		Agree		48%

				Disagree		9%		Disagree		11%		Disagree		9%		Disagree		16%		Disagree		16%

				ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		3%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%

		I have an understanding of how multicultural education relates to my teaching major.		ST Agree		58%		ST Agree		59%		ST Agree		50%		ST Agree		55%		ST Agree		55%

				Agree		40%		Agree		41%		Agree		44%		Agree		42%		Agree		42%

				Disagree		0		Disagree		0		Disagree		6%		Disagree		3%		Disagree		3%

				ST Disagree		2%		ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%

		I have knowledge of how to select and incorporate multicultural content into teaching unit and lesson plans, as appropriate.		ST Agree		36%		ST Agree		43%		ST Agree		35%		ST Agree		37%		ST Agree		37%

				Agree		56%		Agree		54%		Agree		64%		Agree		63%		Agree		63%

				Disagree		7%		Disagree		3%		Disagree		0%		Disagree		0%		Disagree		0%

				ST Disagree		1%		ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%

		I have knowledge of current best practice in meeting the needs of culturally-diverse students, including methods and assessment procedures.		ST Agree		29%		ST Agree		34%		ST Agree		21%		ST Agree		37%		ST Agree		37%

				Agree		58%		Agree		61%		Agree		65%		Agree		53%		Agree		53%

				Disagree		11%		Disagree		5%		Disagree		14%		Disagree		10%		Disagree		10%

				ST Disagree		2%		ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%

		I have knowledge of how to communicate effectively with students, parents and colleagues who are culturally different from me.		ST Agree		30%		ST Agree		47%		ST Agree		41%		ST Agree		37%		ST Agree		37%

				Agree		61%		Agree		45%		Agree		53%		Agree		57%		Agree		57%

				Disagree		7%		Disagree		8%		Disagree		6%		Disagree		6%		Disagree		6%

				ST Disagree		2%		ST Disagree		0		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%		ST Disagree		0%

		How helpful was the following in preparing for and completing your student teaching experience?





		Information and Service from the Office of Field Experiences		Very		44%		Very		21%		Very		53%		Very		39%		Very		39%		Very		23%		Very		29%

				Helpful		33%		Helpful		32%		Helpful		29%		Helpful		52%		Helpful		52%		Helpful		50%		Helpful		38%

				Somewhat		18%		Somewhat		31%		Somewhat		17%		Somewhat		6%		Somewhat		6%		Somewhat		25%		Somewhat		33%

				Not		4%		Not		16%		Not		0%		Not		3%		Not		3%		Not		3%		Not		0%

		Information and Service from Teaching and Learning Advisor																						Very		28%		Very		30%

																								Helpful		33%		Helpful		30%

																								Somewhat		28%		Somewhat		30%

																								Not		11%		Not		9%

		Information and Service from the Licensure and Assessment Manager		Very		29%		Very		11%		Very		44%		Very		23%		Very		23%		Very		32%		Very		19%

				Helpful		46%		Helpful		46%		Helpful		32%		Helpful		58%		Helpful		58%		Helpful		39%		Helpful		48%

				Somewhat		17%		Somewhat		26%		Somewhat		15%		Somewhat		16%		Somewhat		16%		Somewhat		23%		Somewhat		19%

				Not		7%		Not		17%		Not		9%		Not		3%		Not		3%		Not		6%		Not		14%

		Information and Service from Teacher Education Services Reception Desk																						Very		43%		Very		26%

																								Helpful		34%		Helpful		30%

																								Somewhat		23%		Somewhat		35%

																								Not		0%		Not		9%

		Faculty Mentor for your Applied Research and Reflective Practice project																						Very		22%		Very		29%

																								Helpful		22%		Helpful		29%

																								Somewhat		24%		Somewhat		17%

																								Not		32%		Not		25%

		Student Teaching Handbook		Very		11%		Very		8%		Very		18%		Very		26%		Very		26%		Very		22%		Very		13%

				Helpful		18%		Helpful		16%		Helpful		44%		Helpful		48%		Helpful		48%		Helpful		39%		Helpful		50%

				Somewhat		49%		Somewhat		37%		Somewhat		26%		Somewhat		26%		Somewhat		26%		Somewhat		34%		Somewhat		29%

				Not		22%		Not		39%		Not		12%		Not		0%		Not		0%		Not		5%		Not		8%

		Student Teaching Seminar I: Orientation		Very		20%		Very		8%		Very		24%		Very		30%		Very		30%		Very		27%		Very		21%

				Helpful		42%		Helpful		37%		Helpful		53%		Helpful		50%		Helpful		50%		Helpful		41%		Helpful		38%

				Somewhat		29%		Somewhat		39%		Somewhat		14%		Somewhat		17%		Somewhat		17%		Somewhat		27%		Somewhat		25%

				Not		9%		Not		16%		Not		9%		Not		3%		Not		3%		Not		5%		Not		17%

		Student Teaching Seminar II: Classroom Management & School Support Services		Very		13%		Very		5%		Very		21%		Very		13%		Very		13%

				Helpful		20%		Helpful		29%		Helpful		52%		Helpful		42%		Helpful		42%

				Somewhat		53%		Somewhat		45%		Somewhat		18%		Somewhat		26%		Somewhat		26%

				Not		13%		Not		21%		Not		9%		Not		19%		Not		19%

		Student Teaching Seminar II: Social and Emotional Learning in Schools																						Very		15%		Very		8%

																								Helpful		39%		Helpful		13%

																								Somewhat		32%		Somewhat		33%

																								Not		15%		Not		46%

		Student Teaching Seminar III: Preparing to Apply for a Teaching Position		Very		21%		Very		32%		Very		55%		Very		29%		Very		29%		Very		61%		Very		42%

				Helpful		44%		Helpful		34%		Helpful		39%		Helpful		58%		Helpful		58%		Helpful		29%		Helpful		25%

				Somewhat		35%		Somewhat		26%		Somewhat		6%		Somewhat		10%		Somewhat		10%		Somewhat		10%		Somewhat		21%

				Not		0		Not		8%		Not		0%		Not		3%		Not		3%		Not		0%		Not		13%

		Student Teaching Seminar IV: Final Seminar		Very		36%		Very		45%		Very		53%		Very		42%		Very		42%		Very		29%		Very		38%

				Helpful		33%		Helpful		37%		Helpful		26%		Helpful		48%		Helpful		48%		Helpful		34%		Helpful		25%

				Somewhat		29%		Somewhat		13%		Somewhat		18%		Somewhat		10%		Somewhat		10%		Somewhat		27%		Somewhat		29%

				Not		2%		Not		5%		Not		3%		Not		0%		Not		0%		Not		10%		Not		8%

		How well did your classes and clinical experiences prepare you for each of the following tasks?





		Design and organize learning environments in which students are active responsible learners.		Prepared		53%		Prepared		50%		Prepared		53%		Prepared		48%		Prepared		48%

				Somewhat		36%		Somewhat		45%		Somewhat		44%		Somewhat		48%		Somewhat		48%

				Insuff prep		9%		Insuff prep		5%		Insuff prep		3%		Insuff prep		4%		Insuff prep		4%

				Not covered		2%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Design and organize learning environments that accommodate individual learning styles.		Prepared		53%		Prepared		50%		Prepared		47%		Prepared		45%		Prepared		45%

				Somewhat		47%		Somewhat		47%		Somewhat		47%		Somewhat		48%		Somewhat		48%

				Insuff prep		0%		Insuff prep		3%		Insuff prep		5%		Insuff prep		7%		Insuff prep		6%

				Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Design and organize learning environments that promote self-esteem.		Prepared		49%		Prepared		61%		Prepared		35%		Prepared		42%		Prepared		42%

				Somewhat		42%		Somewhat		39%		Somewhat		56%		Somewhat		55%		Somewhat		55%

				Insuff prep		7%		Insuff prep		0%		Insuff prep		9%		Insuff prep		3%		Insuff prep		3%

				Not covered		2%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Design and organize learning environments that respect the rights, interest, abilities and heritage of others.		Prepared		51%		Prepared		57%		Prepared		44%		Prepared		51%		Prepared		52%

				Somewhat		38%		Somewhat		40%		Somewhat		56%		Somewhat		39%		Somewhat		39%

				Insuff prep		11%		Insuff prep		3%		Insuff prep		0%		Insuff prep		10%		Insuff prep		10%

				Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Implement classroom management strategies to promote a positive and cooperative learning environment.		Prepared		62%		Prepared		70%		Prepared		53%		Prepared		58%		Prepared		58%

				Somewhat		36%		Somewhat		30%		Somewhat		44%		Somewhat		39%		Somewhat		39%

				Insuff prep		2%		Insuff prep		0%		Insuff prep		3%		Insuff prep		3%		Insuff prep		3%

				Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Select and design strategies for interdisciplinary teaching and learning experiences.		Prepared		40%		Prepared		36%		Prepared		41%		Prepared		35%		Prepared		35%

				Somewhat		56%		Somewhat		59%		Somewhat		53%		Somewhat		58%		Somewhat		58%

				Insuff prep		4%		Insuff prep		5%		Insuff prep		6%		Insuff prep		7%		Insuff prep		6%

				Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Select and design strategies for teaching discrete subject areas.		Prepared		37%		Prepared		42%		Prepared		32%		Prepared		32%		Prepared		32%

				Somewhat		49%		Somewhat		47%		Somewhat		62%		Somewhat		61%		Somewhat		61%

				Insuff prep		9%		Insuff prep		8%		Insuff prep		6%		Insuff prep		7%		Insuff prep		6%

				Not covered		5%		Not covered		3%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Select and design appropriate, authentic means of assessing student learning and progress.		Prepared		57%		Prepared		39%		Prepared		41%		Prepared		48%		Prepared		48%

				Somewhat		25%		Somewhat		44%		Somewhat		50%		Somewhat		42%		Somewhat		42%

				Insuff prep		14%		Insuff prep		17%		Insuff prep		9%		Insuff prep		10%		Insuff prep		10%

				Not covered		4%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Use a variety of technologies and resources to enhance instruction and student performance.		Prepared		29%		Prepared		39%		Prepared		41%		Prepared		29%		Prepared		29%

				Somewhat		42%		Somewhat		20%		Somewhat		50%		Somewhat		61%		Somewhat		61%

				Insuff prep		18%		Insuff prep		33%		Insuff prep		9%		Insuff prep		10%		Insuff prep		10%

				Not covered		11%		Not covered		8%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Engage students in learning activities that promote critical, creative, and logical thinking.		Prepared		45%		Prepared		58%		Prepared		68%		Prepared		58%		Prepared		58%

				Somewhat		49%		Somewhat		31%		Somewhat		32%		Somewhat		39%		Somewhat		39%

				Insuff prep		4%		Insuff prep		11%		Insuff prep		0%		Insuff prep		3%		Insuff prep		3%

				Not covered		2%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Communicate clearly, accurately, and professionally to diverse audiences.		Prepared		49%		Prepared		53%		Prepared		56%		Prepared		48%		Prepared		48%

				Somewhat		42%		Somewhat		41%		Somewhat		38%		Somewhat		52%		Somewhat		52%

				Insuff prep		9%		Insuff prep		3%		Insuff prep		6%		Insuff prep		0%		Insuff prep		0%

				Not covered		0%		Not covered		3%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Demonstrate professionalism and knowledge of the legal and ethical responsibilities of teachers.		Prepared		72%		Prepared		71%		Prepared		67%		Prepared		77%		Prepared		77%

				Somewhat		23%		Somewhat		24%		Somewhat		21%		Somewhat		23%		Somewhat		23%

				Insuff prep		5%		Insuff prep		5%		Insuff prep		12%		Insuff prep		0%		Insuff prep		0%

				Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Demonstrate knowledge of the disciplines and subject matter related to curriculum.		Prepared		67%		Prepared		62%		Prepared		50%		Prepared		58%		Prepared		58%

				Somewhat		33%		Somewhat		30%		Somewhat		44%		Somewhat		42%		Somewhat		42%

				Insuff prep		0%		Insuff prep		8%		Insuff prep		6%		Insuff prep		0%		Insuff prep		0%

				Not covered		0%		Not covered		0		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%		Not covered		0%

		Design instruction based on learners' development.																						Very Effective		32%		Very Effective		17%

																								Effective		46%		Effective		50%

																								Somewhat		20%		Somewhat		33%

																								Not Effective		2%		Not Effective		0%

		Differentiate instruction effectively for English Learners (EL).																						Very Effective		20%		Very Effective		13%

																								Effective		32%		Effective		29%

																								Somewhat		41%		Somewhat		42%

																								Not Effective		7%		Not Effective		17%

		Collaborate to meet the learning needs of all students.																						Very Effective		54%		Very Effective		25%

																								Effective		29%		Effective		63%

																								Somewhat		15%		Somewhat		8%

																								Not Effective		2%		Not Effective		4%

		Actively engage students in learning.																						Very Effective		45%		Very Effective		38%

																								Effective		40%		Effective		50%

																								Somewhat		13%		Somewhat		13%

																								Not Effective		3%		Not Effective		0%

		Respond productively to negative behavior.																						Very Effective		17%		Very Effective		29%

																								Effective		59%		Effective		33%

																								Somewhat		24%		Somewhat		29%

																								Not Effective		0%		Not Effective		8%

		Purposefully use instructional technology.																						Very Effective		17%		Very Effective		13%

																								Effective		24%		Effective		29%

																								Somewhat		27%		Somewhat		42%

																								Not Effective		32%		Not Effective		17%

		Demonstrate accurate content knowledge.																						Very Effective		37%		Very Effective		17%

																								Effective		39%		Effective		71%

																								Somewhat		24%		Somewhat		13%

																								Not Effective		0%		Not Effective		0%

		Encourage critical thinking for problem solving.																						Very Effective		44%		Very Effective		25%

																								Effective		34%		Effective		50%

																								Somewhat		22%		Somewhat		21%

																								Not Effective		0%		Not Effective		4%

		Analyze assessment data to improve the effectiveness of instruction.																						Very Effective		27%		Very Effective		33%

																								Effective		24%		Effective		29%

																								Somewhat		39%		Somewhat		25%

																								Not Effective		10%		Not Effective		13%

		Plan instruction based on knowledge of students in their community context.																						Very Effective		33%		Very Effective		33%

																								Effective		38%		Effective		38%

																								Somewhat		25%		Somewhat		25%

																								Not Effective		5%		Not Effective		4%

		Implement instruction aligned with Montana State Content Standards.																						Very Effective		46%		Very Effective		50%

																								Effective		49%		Effective		42%

																								Somewhat		5%		Somewhat		8%

																								Not Effective		0%		Not Effective		0%

		Use a variety of instructional strategies.																						Very Effective		43%		Very Effective		33%

																								Effective		40%		Effective		58%

																								Somewhat		5%		Somewhat		8%

																								Not Effective		0%		Not Effective		0%

		Participate in ongoing professional development opportunities.																						Very Effective		33%		Very Effective		8%

																								Effective		38%		Effective		42%

																								Somewhat		20%		Somewhat		42%

																								Not Effective		10%		Not Effective		8%

		Reflect on how instructional choices affect students.																						Very Effective		41%		Very Effective		29%

																								Effective		32%		Effective		33%

																								Somewhat		20%		Somewhat		33%

																								Not Effective		7%		Not Effective		4%

		Respect beliefs, norms, and expectations of families.																						Very Effective		34%		Very Effective		38%

																								Effective		49%		Effective		33%

																								Somewhat		15%		Somewhat		25%

																								Not Effective		2%		Not Effective		4%

		Apply knowledge of the legal responsibilities of teachers.																						Very Effective		37%		Very Effective		33%

																								Effective		37%		Effective		33%

																								Somewhat		20%		Somewhat		33%

																								Not Effective		7%		Not Effective		0%

		Initiate professional conversations with supervisors.																						Very Effective		34%		Very Effective		33%

																								Effective		39%		Effective		42%

																								Somewhat		22%		Somewhat		25%

																								Not Effective		5%		Not Effective		0%

		Engage with colleagues in a professional manner.																						Very Effective		41%		Very Effective		33%

																								Effective		41%		Effective		54%

																								Somewhat		15%		Somewhat		13%

																								Not Effective		2%		Not Effective		0%

		Accurately incorporate the 7 Essential Understandings of Indian Education for All.																						Very Effective		32%		Very Effective		25%

																								Effective		32%		Effective		29%

																								Somewhat		34%		Somewhat		29%

																								Not Effective		2%		Not Effective		17%

		After Graduation:





		I plan to teach or work in a related field																						Yes		100%		Yes		100%

																								No		0%		No		0%





		I plan to seek or have secured employment																						In Montana		59%		In Montana		75%

																								Outside MT		22%		Outside MT		8%

																								Undecided		20%		Undecided		17%
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 The University of Montana’s Department of Teaching and Learning will be undergoing 


their CAEP accreditation process in Spring 2021. “When an institution or specialized program is 


accredited, it has demonstrated that it meets standards set by organizations representing the 


academic community, professionals, and other stakeholders. To maintain accreditation the 


institution or program must undergo a similar review on a regular basis. Typically reviews are 


conducted every 7 to 10 years” (CAEP, 2019). I partnered with Trent Atkins, department and 


accreditation chair to assist with the reliability and validity of the assessment forms used for 


evaluating our teacher candidates during their student teaching. These forms are based on the 


Charlotte Danielson Framework for Teaching and completed by the cooperating teacher and 


university supervisor.  


During the autumn 2019 semester there were 46 teacher candidates that completed their 


student teaching practicum. The Office of Field Experiences collected and entered the final 


evaluations from the cooperating teachers (CT) and university supervisors (US) for 26 


candidates. Of the 26 candidates, there were 14 candidates who were scored differently in one or 


more component on their final evaluations. 


 To examine the evaluations even further, we asked the question: What percent of the time 


did cooperating teachers rate the teacher candidate more favorably? 


 Nine cooperating teachers (34%) scored the candidate more favorably than did the 


university supervisor. 


 Five university supervisors (19%) scored the candidate more favorably than did the 


cooperating teacher. 


 There were 12 absolute instances (46%) that the cooperating teacher and university 


supervisor scored the teacher candidate identically. 







 There were two instances where there was a 2 step gap between the CT and US 


evaluations. 


To investigate the differences even further, we examined the 14 candidates and the 


differences within the 22 components of the Charlotte Danielson Framework. The table below 


shows each component of the Charlotte Danielson Framework and the number of candidates per 


component that had discrepancies between the CT and US scores: 


1a. Demonstrates knowledge of content and pedagogy. 5 
1b. Demonstrates knowledge of students. 3 
1c. Sets instructional outcomes. 3 
1d. Demonstrates knowledge of resources. 1 
1e. Designs coherent instruction. 3 
1f. Assesses student learning. 2 
2a. Creates an environment of respect and rapport. 3 
2b. Establishes a culture for learning. 2 
2c. Manages classroom procedures. 1 
2d. Manages student behavior. 5 
2e. Organizes physical space. 4 
3a. Communicates with students. 6 
3b. Uses questioning and discussion techniques. 4 
3c. Engages students in learning. 5 
3d. Uses assessments in instruction. 4 
3e. Demonstrates flexibility and responsiveness. 5 
4a. Reflects on teaching. 5 
4b. Maintains accurate records. 4 
4c. Communicates with families. 5 
4d. Participates in a professional community. 2 
4e. Grows and develops professionally. 2 
4f. Displays professionalism. 5 
 


When exploring the number of discrepancies between the CT and US, I was curious to 


see the number of differences for each of the 14 candidates individually. Below is a breakdown 


of each candidate, and the number of discrepancies within the 22 components of Danielson. 







Student ID 
Number of 
Discrepancies % similar 


790739543 7 68.18% 
790738407 3 86.36% 
790739869 9 59.09% 
790769718 5 77.27% 
790740159 6 72.73% 
790745166 2 90.91% 
790742626 5 77.27% 
790742529 3 86.36% 
790740874 3 86.36% 
790771761 12 45.45% 
790741351 2 90.91% 
790695577 4 81.82% 
790737866 7 68.18% 
790744397 11 50.00% 


 
5.64 74.35% 


 


After looking strictly at the number of discrepancies, the average difference between the 


cooperating teacher and university supervisor was 5. That means in just these 14 candidates, 74% 


of the time the cooperating teacher and university supervisor scored similarly. 


 According to the CAEP Consolidated Handbook (2020), the definitions of reliability and 


validity are listed below: 


● Reliability: “The degree to which the result of a measurement, assessment calculation, or 


specification can be depended on over repeated applications” (CAEP Consolidated 


Handbook, 2020, p. 169). 


● Validity: “The extent to which a set of operations, test, or other assessment measures 


what it is supposed to measure. Validity is not a property of a data set but refers to the 


appropriateness of inferences from test scores or other forms of assessment and the 







credibility of the interpretations that are made concerning the findings of a measurement 


effort” (CAEP Consolidated Handbook, 2020, p. 174). 


The data collected from the final evaluations shows that both the cooperating teacher and 


university supervisor observed and evaluated the teacher candidate accordingly using the 22 


components of the Charlotte Danielson Framework.  With an average of 74% of our candidates 


receiving the same score from both the cooperating teacher and university supervisor, we can 


determine that there is validity and reliability in the assessment tool. 


With a small sample of evaluations, our plan is to examine the evaluations from the 


Spring 2020 student teaching semester. Once those evaluations have been entered, we will 


determine if there are more or less discrepancies between the cooperating teacher and university 


supervisor scores. This will help us further in determining the validity and reliability of our 


assessment forms.  
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Any change that means the EPP no longer satisfies accreditation standards or requirements:
3.6 Change in regional accreditation status

3.7 Change in state program approval

Section 4. Display of Annual Reporting Measures. 
Annual Reporting Measures (CAEP Component 5.4 | A.5.4)

Impact Measures (CAEP Standard 4) Outcome Measures
1. Impact on P-12 learning and development
(Component 4.1) 5. Graduation Rates (initial & advanced levels)

2. Indicators of teaching effectiveness
(Component 4.2)

6. Ability of completers to meet licensing
(certification) and any additional state
requirements; Title II (initial & advanced
levels)

3. Satisfaction of employers and employment
milestones
(Component 4.3 | A.4.1)

7. Ability of completers to be hired in
education positions for which they have
prepared (initial & advanced levels)

4. Satisfaction of completers
(Component 4.4 | A.4.2)

8. Student loan default rates and other
consumer information (initial & advanced
levels)

4.1 Provide a link or links that demonstrate data relevant to each of the Annual Reporting Measures are public-friendly
and prominently displayed on the educator preparation provider's website.

1
Link: http://coehs.umt.edu/about/accred/CAEP%20Annual%20Reporting%20Measures/default.php

Description of data
accessible via link:

completer surveys, employer surveys, Title II report summary, licensure eligibility, case study,
completer employment data

Tag the Annual Reporting Measure(s) represented in the link above to the appropriate preparation level(s) (initial
and/or advanced, as offered by the EPP) and corresponding measure number.

Level \ Annual Reporting Measure 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.
Initial-Licensure Programs
Advanced-Level Programs   

4.2 Summarize data and trends from the data linked above, reflecting on the prompts below.

What has the provider learned from reviewing its Annual Reporting Measures over the past
three years?

Discuss any emerging, long-term, expected, or unexpected trends? Discuss any
programmatic/provider-wide changes being planned as a result of these data?
Are benchmarks available for comparison?
Are measures widely shared? How? With whom?

As we discussed in the previous report, the most significant annual highlights were: (1) the completion of the state-wide
employer survey, (2) the completion of the completer survey, and (3) the implementation of a pilot program for candidates working
with students who are ELL. The surveys are being completed as part of a state-wide effort in a three year cycle. We are in the
final, third year of the cycle and we are doing a case study of initial and advanced completers. Of course, current affairs have
caused us some delays but we are moving forward with doing at least some of the case study while our completers are working in
a virtual environment. We believe this phenomenon is fertile ground for inquiry and will provide great insights into how our
completers are real-time problem solvers. Additionally, it will provide a unique glimpse at how completers address the certain
inequities that exist for diverse groups of P-12 learners.

Since this state-wide process is on a three-year cycle, we do not yet have trend data available relative to Standard 4. That said,
and as you will hear from all EPPs in Montana, this process has been invaluable. We look forward to sharing our first trend data
and some preliminary results from our case study in the next annual report.

Recent data relative to diversity has been promising. As part of our completion process with student teaching,
candidates/completers are surveyed on how prepared they feel working with diverse learners. There are clear and established



trends where more than 90% of respondents report they are prepared to work with under-served populations. These results are a
source of pride for us. That said, we know we can continue to embed experiences within our programs that will prepare candidates
to work in environments from Montana to India. Our ongoing work in this area is discussed later in the report.

For many of our assessments, previous year results serve as benchmarks. In some cases we are able to compare with other
EPPs. There are efforts to expand some of this work using the Danielson Framework. Most EPPs have adopted this framework for
clinical evaluations and there are discussions about adopting the same forms across Montana. If that happens, state-wide
benchmarks will be easily obtained. In the case of the Praxis exams, we use national benchmarks.

Other data that will be shown on our website indicate stable and consistent trends. Two examples are candidate's average GPA at
the time of entry into our program. The average is 3.24 which is significantly higher than the current standards. We are also
sharing our ongoing impressive results on the Praxis content exams where 95% of candidates pass on their first attempt and 99%
pass on their second attempt.

Also as previously reported, our measures are shared across the state with all EPPs. Additionally, the results are shared with our
Professional Education Unit (PEU). When possible results are also shared with the local press. We are currently finalizing the
Lawshe Process and reliability assessments with each of our key assessments used in our programs. These results will be shared
in our next report.

Section 5. Areas for Improvement, Weaknesses, and/or Stipulations
Summarize EPP activities and the outcomes of those activities as they relate to correcting the areas cited in the last
Accreditation Action/Decision Report.

NCATE: Areas for Improvement related to Standard 4 cited as a result of the last CAEP review:

1. Candidates have limited opportunities to work with diverse P-12 students. (ITP) (ADV)

Activities addressing the AFI in the area of diversity continue to expand. Last year we reported on the establishment of a program
where our K-8 candidates work directly with English Language Learners. We are happy to report the program has expanded to
include EVERY K-8 licensure candidate. Current affairs have obviously hindered these efforts but we are confident the activities
will resume next fall. We are excited about these developments.

Additionally, with our aforementioned case study, the guiding research questions are both related to serving diverse learners. With
our approach, we will learn about our accomplishments and areas of needed growth. It will be interesting to see what trends
emerge and which ones become actionable for improvement.

We can continue to engage stakeholders in this process. Stakeholder include teachers, administrators, university faculty,
candidates and completers. In fact, this case study process is the best example where each of these stakeholder group have been
engaged in the development of this process. 

Section 6. Continuous Improvement
CAEP Standard 5

The provider maintains a quality assurance system comprised of valid data from multiple measures, including evidence of
candidates' and completers' positive impact on P-12 student learning and development. The provider supports continuous
improvement that is sustained and evidence-based, and that evaluates the effectiveness of its completers. The provider
uses the results of inquiry and data collection to establish priorities, enhance program elements and capacity, and test
innovations to improve completers' impact on P-12 student learning and development.

CAEP Standard 5, Component 5.3
The provider regularly and systematically assesses performance against its goals and relevant standards, tracks results
over time, tests innovations and the effects of selection criteria on subsequent progress and completion, and uses results
to improve program elements and processes.

6.1 Summarize any data-driven EPP-wide or programmatic modifications, innovations, or changes planned,
worked on, or completed in the last academic year. This is an opportunity to share targeted continuous
improvement efforts your EPP is proud of. Focus on one to three major efforts the EPP made and the
relationship among data examined, changes, and studying the results of those changes.

Describe how the EPP regularly and systematically assessed its performance against its goals or the CAEP standards.
What innovations or changes did the EPP implement as a result of that review?
How are progress and results tracked? How will the EPP know the degree to which changes are improvements?

The following questions were created from the March 2016 handbook for initial-level programs sufficiency criteria for
standard 5, component 5.3 and may be helpful in cataloguing continuous improvement.



What quality assurance system data did the provider review?
What patterns across preparation programs (both strengths and weaknesses) did the provider identify?
How did the provider use data/evidence for continuous improvement?
How did the provider test innovations?
What specific examples show that changes and program modifications can be linked back to evidence/data?
How did the provider document explicit investigation of selection criteria used for Standard 3 in relation to
candidate progress and completion?
How did the provider document that data-driven changes are ongoing and based on systematic assessment of
performance, and/or that innovations result in overall positive trends of improvement for EPPs, their candidates,
and P-12 students?

The following thoughts are derived from the September 2017 handbook for advanced-level programs
How was stakeholders' feedback and input sought and incorporated into the evaluation, research, and decision-making
activities?

These efforts are addressed in the previous sections.

Tag the standard(s) or component(s) to which the data or changes apply.

1.1 Understanding of InTASC Standards
1.2 Use of research and evidence to measure students' progress
2.1 Partners co-construct mutually beneficial P-12 partnerships
2.3 Partners design high-quality clinical experiences
3.2 Sets selective admission requirements
3.4 Creates and monitors candidate progress
4.1 Completer impact on student growth and learning
4.3 Employer satisfaction
4.4 Completer satisfaction
5.1 Effective quality assurance system that monitors progress using multiple measures
5.2 Quality assurance system relies on measures yielding reliable, valid, and actionable data.
5.3 Results for continuous program improvement are used
5.4 Measures of completer impact are analyzed, shared and used in decision-making
5.5 Relevant stakeholders are involved in program evaluation
A.2.1 Partnerships for Clinical Preparation
A.2.2 Clinical Experiences
A.3.3 Selectivity during Preparation
A.3.4 Selection at Completion
A.4.1 Satisfaction of Employers
A.4.2 Satisfaction of Completers
x.1 Diversity
x.4 Previous AFI / Weaknesses
x.5 State Standards (if applicable)

Upload data results or documentation of data-driven changes.

 Assessment_Matrix_31320.docx

 FINAL_Modified_Spring_2020_Applied_Research_and_Reflective_Practice.docx

 University_of_Montana_Completer_Case_Study.docx

 Teacher_Education_Program_Eval_Data.xlsx

 Reliability_Study.pdf



6.2 Would the provider be willing to share highlights, new initiatives, assessments, research, scholarship, or service
activities during a CAEP Conference or in other CAEP Communications?

 Yes    No

6.3 Optional Comments

Section 7: Transition
In the transition from legacy standards and principles to the CAEP standards, CAEP wishes to support a successful
transition to CAEP Accreditation. The EPP Annual Report offers an opportunity for rigorous and thoughtful reflection
regarding progress in demonstrating evidence toward CAEP Accreditation. To this end, CAEP asks for the following
information so that CAEP can identify areas of priority in providing guidance to EPPs.

7.1 Assess and identify gaps (if any) in the EPPâ€™s evidence relating to the CAEP standards and the progress made
on addressing those gaps. This is an opportunity to share the EPPâ€™s assessment of its evidence. It may help to use
the Readiness for Accreditation Self-Assessment Checklist, the CAEP Accreditation Handbook (for initial level
programs), or the CAEP Handbook: Guidance on Self-Study Reports for Accreditation at the Advanced Level.

If there are no identified gaps, click the box next to "No identified gaps" and proceed to question 7.2.

 No identified gaps

If there are identified gaps, please summarize the gaps and any steps planned or taken toward the gap(s) to be fully
prepared by your CAEP site visit in the text box below and tag the standard or component to which the text applies.

Tag the standard(s) or component(s) to which the text applies.

Not applicable

7.2 I certify to the best of my knowledge that the EPP continues to meet legacy NCATE Standards or TEAC Quality
Principles, as applicable.

 Yes    No

7.3 If no, please describe any changes that mean that the EPP does not continue to meet legacy NCATE Standards or
TEAC Quality Principles, as applicable.

Section 8: Preparer's Authorization
Preparer's authorization. By checking the box below, I indicate that I am authorized by the EPP to complete the 2020
EPP Annual Report.

 I am authorized to complete this report.

Report Preparer's Information



Name: Trent Atkins

Position: Professor, Chair and Accreditation Director

Phone: 406.243.4978

E-mail: trent.atkins@umontana.edu

I understand that all the information that is provided to CAEP from EPPs seeking initial accreditation, continuing accreditation
or having completed the accreditation process is considered the property of CAEP and may be used for training, research and
data review. CAEP reserves the right to compile and issue data derived from accreditation documents.

CAEP Accreditation Policy

Policy 6.01 Annual Report

An EPP must submit an Annual Report to maintain accreditation or accreditation-eligibility. The report is opened for data
entry each year in January. EPPs are given 90 days from the date of system availability to complete the report.

CAEP is required to collect and apply the data from the Annual Report to:

1. Monitor whether the EPP continues to meet the CAEP Standards between site visits.
2. Review and analyze stipulations and any AFIs submitted with evidence that they were addressed.
3. Monitor reports of substantive changes.
4. Collect headcount completer data, including for distance learning programs.
5. Monitor how the EPP publicly reports candidate performance data and other consumer information on its website.

CAEP accreditation staff conduct annual analysis of AFIs and/or stipulations and the decisions of the Accreditation Council to
assess consistency.

Failure to submit an Annual Report will result in referral to the Accreditation Council for review. Adverse action may result.

Policy 8.05 Misleading or Incorrect Statements

The EPP is responsible for the adequacy and accuracy of all information submitted by the EPP for accreditation purposes,
including program reviews, self-study reports, formative feedback reports and addendums and site visit report responses,
and information made available to prospective candidates and the public. In particular, information displayed by the EPP
pertaining to its accreditation and Title II decision, term, consumer information, or candidate performance (e.g., standardized
test results, job placement rates, and licensing examination rates) must be accurate and current.

When CAEP becomes aware that an accredited EPP has misrepresented any action taken by CAEP with respect to the EPP
and/or its accreditation, or uses accreditation reports or materials in a false or misleading manner, the EPP will be contacted
and directed to issue a corrective communication. Failure to correct misleading or inaccurate statements can lead to adverse
action.

 Acknowledge


